**Audio Control**

For more information and a complete list of SIRIUS® satellite radio channels, visit www.sirius.com in the United States, www.sirius-canada.ca in Canada, or call SIRIUS® at 1-888-539-SIRIUS. To set the time, press and hold am/fm until the time displayed. For SIRIUS® satellite radio, press and release direct to access the SIRIUS® channel directory. Press repeatedly to access: the last ended track number, MP3 folder, desired radio station, previous satellite radio, all radio stations, CD present in the system, CD changer (if equipped), XM radio (if equipped), and/or functionality of any vehicle specification at any time.

Audio: If equipped, the system controls the audio and the following features:

- Preset number (0-9) to make adjustments.
- Scan: Press DIRECT and then, press and release direct for a brief sampling of all radio stations, CD changer (if equipped), XM radio (if equipped), and/or functionality of any vehicle specification at any time. To stop, press direct. Press again to stop.

Audio Control Save Presets (if equipped): Each preset can be named. Press and release direct. Press repeatedly to select preset number. Press and release vol/push to save. Press and release direct to confirm. Press and release direct to exit. Press and release direct the last ended.

Audio Control Save Presets (if equipped): Each preset can be named. Press and release direct. Press repeatedly to select preset number. Press and release vol/push to save. Press and release direct to confirm. Press and release direct to exit. Press and release direct the last ended.

Audio Control Dimmer: Press repeatedly to cycle through the following settings: dimmer off, dimmer on, and dimmer on with brightness control. The system automatically returns to dimmer off when audio is not selected.
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